iOS, Android & Backend developer
Hello there, we are City Tales. We are a startup company that aims to
change the way locals and travelers move within cities, with a mobile
application that unveils facts and figures about buildings.
City Tales is proudly participating in the “Athens Center for
Entrepreneurship and Innovation” by AUEB and is a resident of the “egg enter•grow•go” programme by Eurobank.
We are planning to build a highly motivated team of 3 software developers (iOS developer, Android
developer, backend & web developer) who are going to engage in our product development and
collaborate closely with each other and the existing team, in order to support the City Tales
environment.
Responsibilities and requirements of “backend & web developer”
 Excellent knowledge of Relational Databases, SQL.
 Working knowledge of Object-Relational Databases.
 Hands on experience in designing interactive applications with open web technologies.
 Excellent knowledge of Javascript.
Responsibilities and requirements for “iOS developer”
 Design and build advanced native applications for the iOS platform.
 A familiarity with Objective-C and Cocoa Touch or Swift.
 Familiarity with iOS frameworks such as Core Data, Core Animation, Core Graphics and Core
Text.
 Familiarity with Object-Relational Databases.
Responsibilities and requirements for “Android developer”
 Design and build advanced native applications for the Android platform.
 A deep familiarity with Java and the Android SDK.
 Familiarity with Object-Relational Databases.
Appreciated knowledge
 Proven experience in software development incl. a portfolio of previous projects.
 Familiarity with GitHub, peer review and bug tracking.
 Experience working with remote data via RESTful APIs and JSON.
 Experience with Google Maps and/or OpenStreetMaps APIs.
 Working experience with the Parse API.
 Familiarity with GIS data and applications.
 Familiarity with platform-related wearables.
We offer a project-based compensation, flexible working hours and the opportunity to be engaged
into the startup ecosystem by developing innovative market-ready products, work collaboratively
in a multi-disciplinary creative environment, and hopefully join the core team.
We strongly encourage candidates to apply for the job with any medium they prefer (cv, video,
website, ppt) at hello@citytales.eu or at citytales.workable.com/jobs/84853 .
Bear in mind that we are not looking for developers with vast experience, but for people who are
eager to gain the most of it by themselves and develop their career.

